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ABSTRACT: Using the method of density functional theory in approximating B3LYP
with the basis set 6-31G* the computations of structures and UV–vis spectra (TDDFT
method) of benzazols derivatives were performed. The comparison of estimated electron
spectra with the observed ones was made indicating good agreement of theoretically
obtained results with experiment. Moreover these compounds have distinctive spectral-
luminescent properties (large stokes shift) because of intramolecular proton transfer in
excited state. © 2008 Wiley Periodicals, Inc. Int J Quantum Chem 108: 2700–2710, 2008
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Introduction

T he proton transfer or hydrogen atom transfer
from one group (OOH, ONH2) to another

(�CAO, ONA) has been recognized as the most
general and important reaction in chemistry [1].
This phenomenon may occur under thermal or
photoinduced activation through a barrierless or a
barrier crossing process at intramolecular or inter-
molecular reaction [2]. Because of its immense po-
tential, excited state intramolecular proton transfer
has generated massive interest in recent years [3–6].
This phenomenon has widespread implications in

photostabilizers [7], plastic scintillator, laser dyes
[8] and also in the biological fields [9].

Most fluorescent compounds have small stokes
shifts of 20–60 nm. This phenomenon is associated
with the planarity of the fluorescing molecules
whereby the electronically excited state (S1) pos-
sesses nearly the same geometry as did the ground
state (S0). Since the 1950s a few classes of com-
pounds which exhibit a large stokes shift have been
identified. Since the proton reverts to its ground
state configuration only after fluorescence has oc-
curred, these molecules exhibit large stokes shifts
[10]. In organic bifunctional molecules, containing
both hydrogen atom donor and acceptor groups in
close proximity, an intramolecular hydrogen bond
is generally formed in the ground electronic state. If
favored, the hydrogen-bonded proton migrates, inCorrespondence to: I. S. Irgibaeva; e-mail: irgsm@mail.ru
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the excited state, from the donor atom to the accep-
tor atom to produce a photo-tautomer. It is believed
that the Franck–Condon excited state of the mole-
cule has a close proximity to the intersection with
the potential energy curve of the photo-tautomer
and, hence, on excitation, the molecule passes to the
tautomeric species almost instantaneously and then
relaxes vibrationally. It has thus been stated that the
proton transfer comes about through the vibra-
tional relaxation rather than thermal activation [11].
Because of this process the absorption and fluores-
cence spectra do not intersect and the value of
stokes shift can reach 100 nm and more.

In this article comparison of the large stokes
shifts observed in electronic spectra of heterocyclic
molecules such as benzothiazoles, benzoxazoles,
benzimidazoles with intramolecular hydrogen
bond using theoretical calculations. The following
compounds have been studied: benzothiazole de-
rivatives: 2-(2�-hydroxyphenyl)benzothiazole (HBT),
2-(2�-hydroxyphenyl-4-cyano)benzothiazole (CN-HBT),
2,5-bis(benzothiazole-2-yl)phenol (bis-BTP), and
N[(2,5-dibenzothiazole-2-yl)-4-hydroxyphenyl]acet-
amide (BTP-ACNH); benzoxazole derivatives:
2-(2�-hydroxyphenyl)benzoxazole (HBO), 2-(2�-
hydroxyphenyl-4-cyano)benzoxazole (CN-HBO);
benzimidazole derivative: 2-(2�-hydroxyphenyl)-
benzimidazole (HBI). The model of proton transfer
in the excited state is considered in detail for mol-
ecules bis-BTP and BTP-ACNH.

Calculation Methods

Density functional theory (DFT) calculations
were performed using the Gaussian-98 program
packages [12]. Geometry optimizations were car-
ried out with the use of Becke’s three-parameter
hybrid method with Lee, Yang, and Parr (B3LYP)
gradient-corrected correlation functional and the
standard 6-31G* basis set. The theoretical UV–vis
spectra were obtained by applying time-dependent
DFT (TDDFT) methods where discrete spectra of
excitation energies and corresponding oscillator
strengths were estimated from several lowest-en-
ergy singlet and triplet transitions.

Using configuration interaction method (CI) full
wavefunction (�) is expressed in terms of Slater
determinants (�K), corresponding to different elec-
tron configurations:

� � �
K�0

M

AK�K

where M is number of considered configurations.
Electronic configurations �K (Slater determi-

nants) are the combination of the different variants
of all orbital occupation by electrons. �0 describes
the ground state, and the rest corresponds to the
excited states.

The possibility of electron transition (oscillator
strength) from state �0 to �K depends on transition
energy �E0K and transition dipole moment D0K:

f0K � k�E0KD� 0K
2

k is constant of proportionality, depending on sys-
tem of units, D0K is determined via:

D� 0K � ��0��
�

r����K�
where r�� is radius-vector of �th electron in atom.

Standard quantum-chemical calculations of the
equilibrium geometries and the eigen frequencies
and eigenvectors of the normal modes of an N-
atomic non-rigid molecule in the ground and tran-
sition states provide the following information:

1. The height of the barrier (Eact), separating
equilibrium states;

2. Optimizing geometries in Cartesian coordi-
nate system;

3. Set of eigenfrequencies �k, k � 1, 2,. . . 3N �
6, where N is number of atoms in molecule;

4. (3N � 6) � 3N matrices, s, transforming the
Cartesian displacements vectors, di(X�), (i �
x, y, z; � � 1,2,. . . N; X, atomic symbols C, O,
N, H) into eigenvectors Qk (3N � 6)-dimen-
sional spaces of normal modes:

Q � sd

Results and Discussion

In Table I calculated absorption, emission spec-
tra, and values of stokes shifts for benzazols deriv-
atives are presented. As one can see from the Table
I, obtained electronic-vibration spectra are in good
agreement with experimental values because of flu-
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TABLE I ______________________________________________________________________________________________
Calculated and experimental wavelengths of maxima of absorption (�abs), fluorescence (�fl) and values of
stokes shifts of benzazols derivatives.

Molecules

�abs (nm) �fl (nm) Stokes shift (nm) Eact, eV
S0 statetheor. exper. theor. exper. theor. exper.

HBT 334 340 [10] 536 457* [13] 202 190 [10] 0.45

327a [13] 462b [14] 130a [13]

340b [14] 517c [10] 122b [14]

CN-HBT 345 350 [10] 507 521 [10] 162 171 [10] 0.43

cis-bis-BTP 376 370 [10] 577 535 [10] 201 165 [10] 0.46

trans-bis-BTP 378 370 [10] 541 535 [10] 163 165 [10] 0.44

cis-BTP-ACNH 412 413 [10] 615 625 [10] 203 212 [10] 0.46

trans-BTP-ACNH 444 413 [10] 678 625 [10] 234 212 [10] 0.46

HBO 315 327a [15] 512 468a [15] 198 140a [15] 0.53
320b [14] 439b [14] 119b [14]
327b [16] 477b [16] 149b [16]
330c [10] 506c [10] 176c [10]
332d [15] 475d [15] 142d [15]
327e [15] 471e [15] 144e [15]

495f [11]
485g [10]

(continued)
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orescence maximum were calculated taking into
account vibrational frequencies of S0 state. Because
of characteristic structural features benzazols deriv-
atives have different stokes shifts. Large stokes shift
in the molecules is caused by intramolecular proton
transfer in excited state. There are also estimated
values of energy activation (Eact) of this process for
the ground electronic S0 state based on the con-
structed potential energy curve.

We start our consideration with molecules of
HBT, HBO, and HBI. The early studies of HBT,
HBO, and HBI compounds were reported by Cohen
and Flavian [20], who have compared the behaviors
of these compounds in different solvents. Woolfe et
al. [15] studied the complex photophysical behavior
of HBO using steady-state absorption and fluores-
cence as well as picosecond time-resolved emission
spectroscopy. The mechanistic aspects of ESIPT in
HBO have also been studied by several authors [21,
22]. The proton transfer in the excited compounds
occurs from the S1 state with very low activation
energy. At room temperature the decay of the pho-
toproduced keto-form is dominated by a thermally
activated radiationless transition but at lower tem-
peratures fluorescence and intersystem crossing are
the main deactivation processes.

Excitation and fluorescence spectra of HBI have
indicated the presence of different species in the S1

state. Excited state intramolecular proton transfer
and rotamerization of HBI have been studied using
steady-state and time-resolved emission spectros-
copy and also by semiempirical quantum chemical
methods [17]. Picosecond spectroscopic studies
have been performed on the excited state intramo-
lecular proton transfer in HBT [23, 24] where a
change in the fluorometric behavior of the com-
pound in different environmental conditions has
been highlighted. The temperature effect on the
same phenomenon also produced interesting re-
sults. Existence of different excited species for HBT
in varying pH in ethanolic solution has been re-
ported by Potter et al. [13]

Our calculations of potential energy surfaces for
HBT, HBO, and HBI molecules confirm existence of
different structures depending on an electronic
state. Among 2-(2�-hydroxyphenyl)benzazols, HBT
has more long-wave maximum of fluorescence. The
calculated electronic spectra predict absorption
peaks at 334, 315, and 312 nm for HBT, HBO, and
HBI, respectively. Taking into account theoretically
obtained vibrational frequencies the largest stokes

TABLE I ______________________________________________________________________________________________
(Continued)

Molecules

�abs (nm) �fl (nm) Stokes shift (nm) Eact, eV
S0 statetheor. exper. theor. exper. theor. exper.

CN-HBO 331 353c[10] 486 497c[10] 155 144c[10] 0.51

HBI 312 329a[17] 473 398a[17] 161 106b[14] 0.41

332a[18] 432b[11] 107b[18]

330b[14] 436b[14]

330b[18] 437b[18]

334d[19] 462c[10]
468h[11]

a Ethanol.
b Water.
c Solid state.
d Cyclohexane.
e Acetonitrile.
f 3-Methylpentane.
g n-hexane.
h p-dioxane.
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shift is predicted for HBT �202 nm, for HBO stokes
shift equals to 198 nm, and for HBI �161 nm.

Cyanic derivatives of benzazols CN-HBT and CN-
HBO have smaller stokes shift than HBT and HBO
molecules since cyano group is an electron withdraw-
ing moiety and can delocalize positive charge in ex-
cited state. Therefore these compounds exist in reso-
nance form while other derivatives do not [10].

As is seen from the Table I molecule N[(2,5-
dibenzothiazole-2-yl)-4-hydroxyphenyl]acetamide
has the largest stokes shift, this is due to large
conjugation in comparison with other derivatives.
We will consider results of quantum-chemical cal-
culations of two benzazols derivatives: bis-BTP and
BTP-ACNH in more detail.

MOLECULE OF 2,5-bis(benzothiazole-2-
yl)phenol

The optimization of structure of molecule bis-BTP
using B3LYP method and 6-31G* basis set revealed
planar conformation [Fig. 1(a)] with S and N atoms of
heterocycle in trans-position. This trans-conformation

is more stable than cis-structure by 0.38 kcal/mol. The
correctness of the calculated structure of molecule is
proved by good agreement of the predicted UV–vis
spectrum with the observed one. Under absorption of
photon with wavelength �abs

exp � 370 nm molecule
undergoes excitation to singlet state. The calculated
UV–vis spectrum was obtained using molecular or-
bitals � (MO) consisting of atomic orbitals �i

� (i � x, y,
z; � � 1,2,. . . N; where N is atoms numeration in a
molecule) in the minimum of S0 state and these
MOs were used in construction of different con-
figurations �. MOs presented in Table II were
utilized for construction of full wavefunction 1�1

� 0.60 (�933�94) via configuration interaction
method. It should be noted that the predicted
intensive absorption peak at �abs

theor � 378 nm
which corresponds to 1�3�* transition is very
close to experimental one. As has already been
mentioned, the stokes shift of 165 nm was ob-
served for this molecule (Table I). This value is in
agreement with our theoretically obtained value
for trans-bis-BTP.

FIGURE 1. Numeration and distribution of Mulliken effective charges on atoms of trans-bis-BTP in: (a) S0(OH); (b) in
S0(NH). (9, 26 S atoms; 10, 25 N atoms; 20 O atom; 37 H atom; all others C atom).
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Let’s consider the model we have used for estima-
tion of stokes shift for trans-bis-BTP. This molecule is
bifunctional and has donor and acceptor groups,
which are close to each other. Hence, intramolecular
proton transfer from O20 atom of hydroxy group to
N10 atom of heterocycle is quite possible [Figs. 1(a)
and (b)]. The effective Mulliken charges on atoms for
the ground S0 state are presented in this figure. Neg-
ative effective charges are located on O20, N10 and N25
atoms. Atoms S9, S26 have positive charge as well as
H37 atom of hydroxy group.

Using intramolecular transfer of proton H37 from
O20 atom of hydroxy group to N10 atom of hetero-
cycle as a transversal coordinate of isomerization
reaction r the potential energy surface (PES) was
constructed for S0 state. Along the r coordinate
using obtained MOs of stationary points of S0 state
we have constructed PES of the excited S1 state.
According to these data S1 state has a minimum at
r � 1.8 Å, this point is marked as S1(NH) in Figure
2. Electronic excitation upon photon absorption is

so rapid that nuclei remain in the same positions as
before excitation (Franck–Condon principle).

Nature of the excited state may change under
reaction of photo-taumerization. During very short
period of time of about 10�11 to 10�12 s excited
molecule reaches the point of minimum S1(NH).
This point will be the point of reverse transition to
the surface of ground state. Calculation method
used in this study allows obtaining geometry of T1
state. It was revealed that geometry of T1 state is
almost the same as structure of the S1(NH) point.

The global minimum on the left part of Figure 2
in the ground S0 state corresponds to initial config-
uration of the molecule trans-bis-BTP when proton
is bounded to O atom and marked as S0(OH) point.
The point S0(NHO) characterizes transition state.
The global minimum on the right part of Figure 2 at
r � 1.6 Å corresponds to geometrical configuration
of the molecule after proton separation from oxy-
gen and its approachment to nitrogen (S0(NH)
point). This proton position is not favorable in S0
state due to the following reasons: (1) barrier of
proton transfer is huge (Eact � 0.44 eV); (2) potential
well is not deep. This means that S0(NH) configu-
ration does not exist in ground state. On the con-
trary, in the excited state S1 at low barrier of acti-
vation proton transfer takes place and molecular
configuration S1(NH) is favorable [Fig. 1(b)]. In the
ground state electron density is localized mostly at
O20 atom, while after proton transfer at N10 atom.

Under transition of enol isomer bis-BTP from
ground state S0(OH) to the excited one S1(NH) the
distance N[b]. . . O does not change [Figs. 3(a) and
(c)]. Under the reverse transition (fluorescence)
which is marked by arrow in Figure 2 the molecule
moves back to “hot levels” of the ground state
where in S0(NH) minimum distance N. . . O de-
creases to value of 2.51 Å [Fig. 3(b)], so the decrease
of hydrogen bridge by 0.14 Å occurs. The transition
from the excited state to right minimum of S0 sur-
face which corresponds to keto isomer bis-BTP

TABLE II _____________________________________________________________________________________________
Molecular orbitals for S0(OH) structure of bis-BTP molecule.

Energy of
MO, eV MO (�) expressed via AO (�)

�0.2141 �93 � �0.14 �z
1 	 0.14 �z

3 	 0.12 �z
4 � 0.11 �z

9 � 0.16 �z
10 	 0.24 �z

14� 0.21 �z
16 � 0.16 �z

17

	 0.17 �z
19 � 0.19 �z

20 	 0.11 �z
24 	 0.14 �z

25 � 0.12 �z
27 � 0.12 �z

28 	 0.13 �z
31

�0.0812 �94 � �0.12 �z
1 	 0.09 �z

3 	 0.11 �z
5 � 0.16 �z

9 � 0.20 �z
10 	 0.22 �z

13	 0.16 �z
14 � 0.15 �z

15

	 0.21 �z
17 � 0.16 �z

18 � 0.13 �z
19 	 0.17 �z

24 � 0.19 �z
25 � 0.15 �z

26 	 0.10 �z
29 � 0.11 �z

31

FIGURE 2. Profile of PES in S0- and S1-electronic
states along coordinate r for trans-bis-BTP.
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takes place. This is the consequence of photo-tau-
tomerization under excitation. The final dissipation
of vibronic energy leads to global minimum S0 and
this is the end of photochemical process. This pro-
cess of proton transfer in excited state may lead to
the large stokes shift in spectra.

The value of stokes shift has been estimated by
using obtained PES in lower electronic states and
calculating vibrational frequencies and forms of
normal modes in stationary points. According to
Table III OH characteristic frequency in S0(OH)
point has form of normal mode Q with the largest

FIGURE 3. Bond distances of OOH, NOH and of hydrogen bridge N. . .O: (a) S0(OH) state; (b) S0(NH) state; (c)
S1(NH) state for bis-BTP molecule.

TABLE III ____________________________________________________________________________________________
Vibrational frequencies (v) and forms of normal modes (Q) for trans-bis-BTP molecule in stationary points of
S0 state.

Stationary
points v, cm�1

Type of valence
vibrations Q

S0 (OH) 3278 O20-H37 0.06 dx(O20) � 0.01 dy(O20) � 0.99 dx(H37) 	 0.11 dy(H37)
S0 (NHO) �638 0.12 dx(O20) 	 0.03 dy(O20) � 0.96 dx(H37) � 0.19 dy(H37)
S0 (NH) 912 0.07 dx(O20) � 0.10 dy(O20) � 0.44 dx(H37) 	 0.08 dy(H37)
S0 (OH) 1430 C19-O20 �0.16 dy(C19) 	 0.13 dy(O20)
S0 (NHO) 1587 �0.15 dx(C19) 	 0.31 dy(C19) 	 0.09 dx(O20) � 0.13 dy(O20)
S0 (NH) 1598 �0.20 dx(C19) 	 0.36 dy(C19) 	 0.12 dx(O20) � 0.19 dy(O20)
S0 (OH) 1681 C14-C19 �0.17 dx(C14) 	 0.27 dx(C19)
S0 (NHO) 1681 �0.16 dx(C14) 	 0.11 dy(C14) 	 0.24 dx(C19) � 0.18 dy(C19)
S0 (NH) 1682 �0.15 dx(C14) 	 0.09 dy(C14) 	 0.22 dx(C19) � 0.18 dy(C19)
S0 (OH) 1574 C13-C14 0.18 dx(C13) 	 0.14 dy(C13) � 0.15 dx(C14) � 0.13 dy(C14)
S0 (NHO) 1567 0.30 dx(C13) � 0.11 dy(C13) � 0.22 dx(C14) 	 0.08 dy(C14)
S0 (NH) 1589 0.25 dx(C13) � 0.17 dx(C14)
S0 (OH) 1535 N10-C13 0.12 dx(N10) 	 0.14 dy(N10) � 0.18 dx(C13) � 0.18 dy(C13)
S0 (NHO) 1364 0.16 dy(N10) � 0.24 dy(C13)
S0 (NH) 1365 0.21 dy(N10) � 0.32 dy(C13)
S0 (OH) 1619 N10-H37 �0.04 dx(N10) � 0.05 dy(N10) 	 0.13 dx(H37) 	 0.68 dy(H37)
S0 (NHO) 2126 0.07 dy(N10) � 0.99 dy(H37)
S0 (NH) 2749 0.04 dx(N10) 	 0.07 dy(N10) � 0.30 dx(H37) � 0.95 dy (H37)
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contribution of H37 atom displacement from equi-
librium position. Therefore, r coordinate of photo-
tautomerization reaction was directed along this
distance. Under transition from stationary point
S0(OH) of ground state to S0(NH) point, value of
�(OH) frequency decreases and simultaneously
�(NH) vibration increases, in transition state OH
vibration mode has negative value. Also upon in-
tramolecular proton transfer rearrangement of ge-
ometry configuration is observed: C19OO20 trans-
forms from single bond to double CAO bond,
double N10OC13 bond transforms to single bond.

In accordance with calculated electronic spectra
absorption wavelength is at 378 nm, transition in-
dicated by arrow on the left side of Figure 2, reverse
transition (arrow on the right side) to the vibra-
tional level of OH valence vibration is realized.
Frequency of vibration in this potential well is 3278
cm�1 (Table III), so the third vibrational level is
higher than minimum S0(OH) by 1 eV. Taking into
consideration this correction, the emission wave-
length at 541 nm and stokes shift of 163 nm are
estimated. Theoretically obtained results show
good agreement with experimental values: absorp-
tion wavelength �370 nm, emission wavelength
�535 nm, stokes shift �165 nm.

MOLECULE OF N[(2,5-diebenzothiazole-2-yl)-
4-hydroxyphenyl]acetamide (BTP-ACNH)

Upon addition of the substituent ONHCOCH3
in central benzol ring of bis-BTP molecule of BTP-
ACNH is formed and the electronic spectrum
changes (Table I). The absorption band shifts to
long-wave region by 43 nm, the molecule emits at

wavelength 625 nm, so that stokes shift is 212 nm.
We will try to explain the reason of the increase of
stokes shift by 47 nm in comparison with this value
for bis-BTP. The model calculation of PES for mol-
ecule bis-BTP along internal mode with large am-
plitude of the vibration was carried out.

Molecule BTP-ACNH may exist in two isomeric
forms (cis- and trans-displacement of heterocycle).
Geometry optimization of BTP-ACNH molecule
was carried out by density functional theory (DFT)
calculations in B3LYP approximation with a basic
set 6-31G*. This optimization leads to nonplanar
structure for cis-isomer, and planar configuration
for trans-isomer. The trans-conformation is more
stable by 7.26 kcal/mol than cis-conformation. The
planar structure of trans-isomer is related to the fact
that nitrogen of heterocycle in this structure forms
hydrogen bond with hydrogen of acetamide group.
This increases conjugation of the whole molecule
and as a result the structure is planar.

On the contrary, in cis-isomer bond between sul-
fur of benzothiazol and hydrogen of amide group is
not formed, since positive charge at S atom is con-
centrated. As a result the right benzothiazol ring is
out of molecule plane and the angle between this
ring and molecule plane is 40° (see Fig. 4). These
structures provide intense 1�3�* transition for es-
timated UV–vis spectra of isomers and this band
corresponds to peak at 444 nm for trans-isomer and
band at 412 for cis-isomer. These results are in good
agreement with experimental data (Table I).

Despite of addition of the substituent ofONH-
COCH3 this molecule still remains bifunctional,

FIGURE 4. Cis- and trans-structure of molecule N[(2,5-
dibenzothiazole-2-yl)-4-hydroxyphenyl]acetamide.

FIGURE 5. Profile of PES in S0- and S1-electronic
states along coordinate r for BTP-CAN.
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i.e. there are donor and acceptor groups for H
atom close to each other. For both structures cal-
culations of PES in S0 and S1 states depending on
the proton position upon transfer were carried out.
The obtained PES has almost the same form. In S0
state proton transfer does not happen since there is

potential barrier. In S1 state proton transfer has high
probability due to low value of the activation barrier.

Figure 5 demonstrates PES for BTP-ACNH mol-
ecule along the photo-tumerization reaction coordi-
nate r which corresponds to intramolecular proton
transfer with OH vibrational mode. The left global

TABLE IV _____________________________________________________________________________________________
Vibrational frequencies (v) and forms of normal modes (Q) for trans-BTP-ACNH molecule in sationary points of
S0-state.

Stationary
points v, cm�1

Type of valence
vibrations Q

S0 (OH) 3294 O20-H37 �0.06 dx(O20)	 0.99 dx(H37)
S0 (NHO) �602 �0.13 dx(O20)	 0.03 dy(O20)	 0.97 dx(H37)�0.15 dy(H37)
S0 (NH) 834 �0.04 dx(O20)	0.53 dx(H37)
S0 (OH) 1370 C19-O20 �0.24 dy(C19)	 0.09 dy(O20)
S0 (NHO) 1581 0.14 dx(C19)	 0.28 dy(C19)�0.09 dx(O20)�0.13 dy(O20)
S0 (NH) 1592 0.11 dx(C19)	0.23 dy(C19)�0.07dx(O20)�0.12dy(O20)
S0 (OH) 1682 C14-C19 �0.17 dx(C14)	0.28dx(C19)
S0 (NHO) 1681 �0.17dx(C14)�0.14dy(C14)	0.25dx(C19)	0.20dy(C19)
S0 (NH) 1682 �0.16dx(C14)�0.12dy(C14)	0.23dx(C19)	0.20dy(C19)
S0 (OH) 1557 C13-C14 0.29dx(C13)	0.27dy(C13)�0.07dx(C14)�0.10dy(C14)
S0 (NHO) 1547 0.38dx(C13)	0.20dy(C13)�0.23dx(C14)�0.05dy(C14)
S0 (NH) 1570 0.25dx(C13)�0.13dx(C14)
S0 (OH) 1549 N10-C13 �0.15dx(N10)�0.20dy(N10)	0.29dx(C13)	0.27dy(C13)
S0 (NHO) 1364 �0.10dx(N10)	0.14dy(N10)	0.04dx(C13)�0.20dy(C13)
S0 (NH) 1365 0.19dy(N10)�0.28dy(C13)
S0 (OH) 1620 N10-H37 0.05dy(N10)�0.55dy(H37)
S0 (NHO) 2141 �0.07dy(N10)	0.99dy(H37)
S0 (NH) 2734 0.04dx(N10)�0.07dy(N10)�0.32dx(H37)	0.94dy(H37)

FIGURE 6. Bond distances of OOH, NOH and of hydrogen bridge N. . .O: (a) S0(OH) state; (b) S0(NH) state; (c)
S1(NH) state for BTP-ACNH molecule.
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minimum corresponds to enol isomer trans-BTP-
ACNH [Fig. 6(a)] where the proton at O atom
(point is denoted as S0(OH)) and the right local
minimum relates to position of the proton at N
atom [point S0(NH) in Fig. 6(b)]. Point S0(NHO) on
PES is the transition state.

Like for bis-BTP molecule the optimized struc-
ture of triplet state T1 was obtained which has
planar structure for trans-isomer. Configuration of
BTP-ACNH molecule in triplet T1 state was used
for obtaining molecular orbitals (M) inS0 state
which was used for the generation of wave func-
tions of the excited states. In Figure 5 curve of S1
state is designated by dotted line. The right global
minimum [Fig. 6(c)] designated as S1(NH) (dotted
line) is separated from the left minimum by a small
barrier and corresponds to keto-isomer of BTP-
ACNH in the excited state. Thus the proton may
move to N atom in the excited state. Using obtained
ESPs in the lowest excited states and calculating
vibrational frequencies and modes of vibrations in
stationary points (Table IV) we have estimated
value of the stokes shift. As one can see from the
Table IV in stationary point S0(OH) there is valence
characteristic vibration of OOH bond of frequency
v � 3294 cm�1, which is shifted to low frequency
region due to intramolecular hydrogen bond. Upon
the proton transfer valence vibration of the NOH
bond appears at 2734 cm�1. This means that rear-
rangement of the molecule takes place. Single COO
bond transforms into double bond and double
NAC bond transforms into single NOC bond
which is apparent from the vibrational frequencies
of C19OO20 and N10OC13 bonds along the r coor-
dinate.

Taking into consideration vibrational structure
the calculated spectra give for BTP-ACNH in planar
cis conformation absorption peak at �theor

abs � 412 nm
and fluorescence at �theor � 615 nm (Table I). The
stokes shift is 203 nm. These predicted data for
cis-isomer are in consistence with experimental re-
sults �exp

abs � 413 and �exp
abs � 625 nm so that stokes

shift is 212 nm. But it should be noted that trans-
isomer is more stable in the ground state than cis-
isomer. Probably this is explained by the solvent
effect.

Hence, quantum chemical calculations of UV–vis
and vibrational spectra of the molecule bis-BTP and
BTP-ACNH correlates well with experimental data,
i.e. these molecules have large stokes shift due to
their specific structures. The value of stokes shift of
about 203 nm predicted for BTP-ACNH proves the
conjugation increases stokes shift. Acetamide group

in BTP-ACNH situated in the p position with re-
spect to hydroxy group of phenol shifts fluores-
cence to red region of visible spectrum. This may
occur due to hydrogen bond between hydrogen
atom of acetamide and nitrogen atom of benzothia-
zol group which stabilizes molecule configuration
where benzothiazol is coplanar to other part of the
molecule.

Conclusions

1. Calculations of ESP in S0 and S1 states for
bis-BTP and BTP-ACNH molecules on the ba-
sis of DFT method in B3LYP approximation
and TD method were carried out. These cal-
culations show that the proton transfer in the
excited states is quite possible for these two
molecules which cause izomerization. Enol
isomer is stable in the ground state and keto
isomer corresponds to excited state.

2. The comparison of calculated UV–vis and flu-
orescence spectra with the observed ones
demonstrates good agreement and deriva-
tives of benzothiazol have the largest stokes
shift.

3. Introduction of the volume substituent in ben-
zothiazole structure, in case of N[(2,5-diben-
zothiazole-2-yl)-4-hydroxyphenyl]acetamide
increases conjugation of the entire molecule.
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